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This movie sucks don’t waste your time and money. There are so many other movies that you
might enjoy instead. Don’t forget to Comment below if you liked the trailer that you can
download it for free. Thank you for watching. Have a good time. Bye. I MISS YOU SO

MUCH FOLKS!! I should be coming back this month with a new series I AM MAKING OF
BROAD CITY and I have so much to discuss with you and the fans but I have been on the

“blog vacation” for the past month so first I want to send you loads of love and get your
thoughts on some things. The other day someone sent me a fan-mail from someone who was
in love with me in high school and she asked me what was the day that I realised that I was
gay? So I wanted to reach back to her and found out that she had passed away a few weeks

ago but it meant a lot to me that she sent that message and I can’t believe I haven’t written this
blog post about her! So this is what my junior year of high school would have looked like. Me

and my bestie Caroline. Growing up in the 80’s was a blast. My parents didn’t have much
money and my parents had to work crazy hours so we decided that we would just hang out at
my house at all times and do homework. We also had a huge collection of amazing TV shows
and would simply watch the show and then eat dinner and homework while they would dance
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around the living room. It’s so surreal to think about it but it’s a pretty cool thing to be able to
say you had an iconic childhood. I am so happy to announce that Fox has decided to renew the
series that is now getting its own film with Marge’s perfect nose! The show has been back for

a few seasons now so I finally got to meet some of the cast members which was so fun
because I got to be on set with Melissa Leo and Kristen Wiig and many more. A world where
the greatest show of all time is still going on was such a wonderful world. The character was
so bizarre and honest and they just made it so real to us as viewers. I think after last week’s

season finale the show is going to go in a really interesting direction that we will have to wait
and see. But for now what happens in London may also come out
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